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1 Introduction

Testing for equal out-of-sample predictive ability is a now common method for evaluat-

ing whether a new predictive model forecasts significantly better than an existing baseline

model. As with in-sample comparisons (e.g. Vuong, 1989), the asymptotic distributions

of the test statistics depend on whether the comparisons are between nested or non-nested

models (one exception is Giacomini and White (2006)). For non-nested comparisons,

Granger and Newbold (1977) and Diebold and Mariano (1995) develop asymptotically stan-

dard normal tests for predictive ability that allow comparisons between models that don’t

have estimated parameters. West (1996), McCracken (2000), and Corradi, Swanson and

Olivetti (2001) extend these results for non-nested models to allow for estimated parame-

ters. In these studies, the tests generally continue to be asymptotically standard normal.

Chao, Corradi and Swanson (2001), Clark and McCracken (2001, 2005), Corradi and Swan-

son (2002), and McCracken (2007) derive asymptotics for various tests of forecasts from

nested models. In much of this work, nested comparisons imply asymptotic distributions

that are not asymptotically standard normal.

In this literature, one issue that is uniformly overlooked is the real-time nature of the

data used in many applications. Specifically, the literature ignores the possibility that at

any given forecast origin the most recent data is subject to revision. This is an issue because

an out-of-sample test of predictive ability is functionally very different from an in-sample

one, in a way that makes the out-of-sample test particularly susceptible to changes in the

correlation structure of the data as the revision process unfolds. This susceptibility has

three sources: (i) while parameter estimates are typically functions of only a small number

of observations that remain subject to revision, out-of-sample statistics are functions of

a sequence of parameter estimates (one for each forecast origin t = R, ...T , ), (ii) the

predictand used to generate the forecast and (iii) the dependent variable used to construct

the forecast error may be subject to revision and hence a sequence of revisions contribute

to the test statistic. If data subject to revision possess a different mean and covariance

structure than final revised data (as Aruoba (2006) finds), tests of predictive ability using

real-time data may have a different asymptotic distribution than tests constructed using

data that is never revised.

Of course, one might wonder why the data used in forecast evaluation should be real-

time, and why forecasts aren’t constructed taking revisions into account. Stark and Croushore
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(2002) argue forecasts should be evaluated with real-time data because practical forecasting

is an inherently real-time exercise. Reflecting such views, the number of studies using real-

time data in forecast evaluation is now quite large (see, e.g., the work surveyed in Croushore

(2006)). As to the construction of forecasts, Croushore (2006) notes that, in the presence of

data revisions, the optimal approach will often involve jointly modeling the final data and

revision process, and forecasting from the resulting model (e.g., Howrey (1978)). However,

in practice, revisions are difficult to model. Koenig, Dolmas and Piger (2003) suggest in-

stead using the various vintages of data as they would have been observed in real time to

construct forecasts. More commonly, though, forecasts are generated at a moment in time

using the most recent vintage of data. Accordingly, we focus on such an approach, and

provide results covering the most common practices: generating forecasts with real-time

data and evaluating the forecasts with either preliminary or final data.

In this paper we provide analytical, Monte Carlo and empirical evidence on pairwise

tests of equal accuracy of forecasts generated and evaluated using real-time data. We

consider both non-nested and nested forecast model comparisons. We restrict attention to

linear direct multi-step models evaluated under quadratic loss. We also restrict attention

to the case in which parameter estimates are generated on a recursive basis, with the model

estimation sample growing as forecasting moves forward in time. Results for the fixed and

rolling estimation schemes are qualitatively similar. As to data revisions, in some cases,

we permit the revision process to consist of both “news” and “noise” as defined in Mankiw,

Runkle and Shapiro (1984). In general, though, we emphasize the role of noisy revisions.

Our results indicate that data revisions can significantly affect the asymptotic behavior

of tests of equal predictive ability. For example, for tests applied to forecasts from non-

nested models, West (1996) shows that the effect of parameter estimation error on the test

statistic can be ignored when the same loss function is used for estimation and evaluation.

In the presence of data revisions, this result continues to hold only in the special case when

revisions are news. When even some noise is present, parameter estimation error contributes

to the asymptotic variance of the test statistic and cannot be ignored in inference.

As another example, for nested model tests of equal predictive ability, Clark and Mc-

Cracken (2001, 2005) and McCracken (2007) show that standard test statistics are not

asymptotically normal but instead have representations as functions of stochastic integrals.

However, when the revision process contains a noise component, we show that the standard
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test statistics diverge with probability one under the null hypothesis. To avoid this, we

introduce a variant of the standard test statistic that is asymptotically standard normal

despite being a comparison between two nested models.

The key econometric challenge to real-time analysis is that the observables are learned

sequentially in time across a finite-lived revision process. For any given historical date,

we therefore have multiple “observables” for a given variable. To keep our analytics as

transparent as possible, while still remaining relevant for application, we assume that the

revision process continues sequentially for a finite 0 ≤ r << R periods. For a number of

U.S. macroeconomic time series, such as payroll employment and the Conference Board’s

coincident index, this simplifying assumption is realistic. We also abstract from other forms

of revisions, including benchmark revisions, leaving these complications for further research.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the notation, the forecasting and

testing setup, and the assumptions underlying our theoretical results. Section 3 defines the

forecast tests considered, provides the null asymptotic results, and lays out how, in practice,

asymptotically valid tests can be calculated. Proofs are provided in the appendix. Section 4

presents Monte Carlo results on the finite–sample performance of the asymptotics. Section

5 applies our tests to forecasts of U.S. inflation. Section 6 concludes.

2 Setup

As noted above, in our theory we allow the observables to be subject to revision over a finite

number of periods, r. We have in mind the case where r is small relative to the number of

observations used to estimate the model parameters at any given forecast origin. To keep

track of the various vintages of a given observation we use the notation ys(t) to denote the

value of the time t vintage of the observation s realization of y, where t ≥ s. Throughout,

when either there is no revision process (so that r = 0) or when the revision process is

completed (so that t ≥ s + r), we will drop the notation indexing the vintage and simply

let ys(t) = ys. The table below illustrates our notation for a set of real-time data vintages,

for a series subject to one revision, with the preliminary estimate of y in period t (yt(t))

published in period t and the final estimate published in period t + 1 (yt(t + 1) = yt).

The sample of observations {{ys(t), x
′

s(t)}
t
s=1

}T
t=R includes a scalar random variable

ys(t) to be predicted, as well as a (k × 1) vector of predictors xs(t). When the two models

i = 1, 2 are nested we let xs(t) = x2,s(t) = (x′

1,s(t), x
′

22,s(t))
′ with xi,s(t) the (ki × 1) vector
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Data and vintage notation in ys(t), single revision case (r = 1)

data vintage date (t)
date (s) R R + 1 · · · R + P

1 y1(R) = y1 y1(R + 1) = y1 · · · y1(R + P ) = y1

2 y2(R) = y2 y2(R + 1) = y2 · · · y2(R + P ) = y2

...
...

...
...

...
R yR(R) yR(R + 1) = yR · · · yR(R + P ) = yR

R + 1 yR+1(R + 1) · · · yR+1(R + P ) = yR+1

...
...

...
R + P yR+P (R + P )

of predictors associated with model i. Hence the putatively nested and nesting models

are linear regressions with predictors x1,s(t) and x2,s(t) respectively. When the models are

non-nested we define x1,s(t) and x2,s(t) as two distinct (ki × 1) subvectors of xs(t) (perhaps

having some variables in common). Note that, throughout the paper, the definition of the

sets of predictors allows for the inclusion of lagged dependent variables.

For each forecast origin t the variable to be predicted is yt+τ (t
′), where τ denotes the

forecast horizon and t′ ≥ t+τ denotes the vintage used to evaluate the forecasts. Through-

out the evaluation period, the vintage horizon r′ = t′ − t− τ is fixed. At the initial forecast

origin t = R, the vintage consists of observations (on ys(R) and xs(R)) spanning s = 1, ...R.

Letting P −τ +1 denote the number of τ–step ahead predictions, the progression of forecast

origins spans R through T = R + P − τ + 1, each consisting of observations (on ys(t) and

xs(t)) spanning s = 1, ...t. The total number of observations in the sample corresponding

to the final vintage is T = T + τ + r′. The final τ + r′ vintages are used exclusively for

evaluation. Under this setup, the first τ -step ahead forecast is generated using data vintage

R for estimation and data vintage R + r′ for evaluation; the second forecast is generated

with data vintage R + 1 and evaluated with vintage R + r′ + 1; and so on.

Forecasts of yt+τ (t
′), t = R, . . . , T , are generated using two linear models, ys+τ (t) =

x′

1,s(t)β
∗

1 + u1,s+τ (t) (model 1) and ys+τ (t) = x′

2,s(t)β
∗

2 + u2,s+τ (t) (model 2), for s =

1, ..., t−τ . When the models are nested, under the null hypothesis of equal forecast accuracy,

model 2 nests model 1 for all t such that model 2 includes dim(x22,s(t)) = k22 excess

parameters. Then β∗

2 = (β∗′

1 , 0′)′, and yt+τ (t
′)−x′

1,t(t)β
∗

1 = u1,t+τ (t
′) = u2,t+τ (t

′) ≡ ut+τ (t
′)

for all t and t′.

Both β∗

1 and β∗

2 are re-estimated as we progress across the vintages of data associated

with each forecast origin: for t = R, . . . , T , model i’s (i = 1, 2) prediction of yt+τ (t
′) is
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created using the parameter estimate β̂i,t based on vintage t data. Models 1 and 2 yield

two sequences of P − τ + 1 forecast errors, denoted û1,t+τ (t
′) = yt+τ (t

′) − x′

1,t(t)β̂1,t and

û2,t+τ (t
′) = yt+τ (t

′)−x′

2,t(t)β̂2,t. Our assumption that the duration of the revision process

is finite and small means that the parameter estimates are consistent despite the presence

of “measurement error.” This implies that the estimated real-time forecast errors ûi,t+τ (t
′)

are consistent for their population real-time counterparts ui,t+τ (t
′). Moreover, all but the

most recent r estimated in-sample residuals ys+τ (t)−x′

i,s(t)β̂i,t, from any given vintage, are

consistent for their population counterparts ys+τ − x′

i,sβ
∗

i based upon final revised data.

Finally, the asymptotic results below use the following additional notation. Let hi,t+τ (t
′) =

(yt+τ (t
′) − x′

i,t(t)β
∗

i )xi,t(t), hi,s+τ = (ys+τ − x′

i,sβ
∗

i )xi,s, Bi = (Exi,sx
′

i,s)
−1 and dt+τ (t

′) =

u2
1,t+τ (t

′)−u2
2,t+τ (t

′). Throughout, when the models are non-nested we let ht+τ = (h′

1,t+τ , h
′

2,t+τ )
′,

ht+τ (t
′) = (h′

1,t+τ (t
′), h′

2,t+τ (t
′))′ and Ut+τ = [dt+τ (t

′), h′

t+τ (t
′)−Eh′

t+τ (t
′), h′

t+τ , x
′

t −Ex′

t]
′.

When the models are nested, let ht+τ = h2,t+τ , ht+τ (t
′) = h2,t+τ (t

′) and Ut+τ = [h′

t+τ (t
′)−

Eh′

t+τ (t
′), h′

t+τ , x
′

t − Ex′

t]
′. In either case let H(t) = t−1

∑t−τ
s=1 hs+τ . For reasons detailed

below, our assumption of finite revisions allows us to define the moment matrices Bi and

H(t) only in terms of final data. Define the selection matrix J ′ = (Ik1×k1
, 0k1×k22

) and let Ω

denote the asymptotic variance of the scaled average loss differential defined more precisely

in section 3.

Given the above definitions, the following assumptions (sufficient, not necessary and

sufficient) are used to derive the limiting distributions in Theorems 1-3.

(A1) The parameter estimates β̂i,t, i = 1, 2, t = R, ..., T , are obtained by OLS for each

vintage in succession and hence satisfy β̂i,t = arg minβ
i

∑t−τ
s=1(ys+τ (t) − x′

i,s(t)βi)
2.

(A2) (a) Ut+τ is covariance stationary, (b) EUt+τ = 0, (c) Extx
′

t < ∞ and is positive

definite, (d) For some n > 1 and each j ≥ 0, (yt(t+ j), x′

t(t+ j))′ is uniformly L4n bounded,

(e) Ut+τ is strong mixing with coefficients of size −4n/(n − 1), (f) Ω is positive definite.

(A3) (a) Let K(x) be a kernel such that for all real scalars x, |K(x)| ≤ 1, K(x) = K(−x)

and K(0) = 1, K(x) is continuous, and
∫
∞

−∞
|K(x)|dx < ∞, (b) For some bandwidth M

and constant m ∈ (0, 0.5), M = O(Pm).

(A4) limR,P→∞ P/R = π ∈ (0,∞), or (A4′) limR,P→∞ P/R = 0.

These assumptions are closely related to those in West (1996) and Clark and McCracken
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(2005). Assumption 2 rules out unit roots and time trends but allows conditional het-

eroskedasticity and serial correlation in the levels and squares of the forecast errors. As

indicated in Assumption 3, long-run variances are based on standard kernel estimators. Fi-

nally, we provide asymptotic results for situations in which the in-sample size of the initial

forecast origin R and the number of predictions P are of the same order (Assumption 4) as

well as when R is large relative to P (Assumption 4′).

3 Tests and Asymptotic Distributions

In this section we provide asymptotics for tests of equal forecast accuracy for non-nested

and nested comparisons. For the comparison of non-nested models we allow data revisions

to consist of both news and noise. In the nested case, for tractability we focus on data

revisions consisting only of noise, but discuss the impact of news-only revisions. Both sets

of results apply to recursive forecasts from linear models. Results for the fixed and rolling

schemes differ only in the weights given to the contribution of parameter estimation error

in the asymptotic variance. See West and McCracken (1998, equation 4.2) for further

detail on these weights. Results for nonlinear models differ only insofar as B, ht+τ , and

the matrix F defined below need to be redefined to account for the nonlinearity and the

method used to estimate the nonlinear model. See West (1996) for further detail.

3.1 Non-nested comparisons

In the context of non-nested models, Diebold and Mariano (1995) propose a test for equal

mean square error (MSE) based upon the sequence of loss differentials d̂t+τ (t
′) = û2

1,t+τ (t
′)−

û2
2,t+τ (t

′). If we define MSEi = (P − τ + 1)−1
∑T

t=R û2
i,t+τ (t

′) (i = 1, 2), d̄ = (P − τ +

1)−1
∑T

t=R d̂t+τ (t
′) = MSE1−MSE2, Γ̂dd(j) = (P−τ +1)−1

∑T
t=R+j(d̂t+τ (t

′)−d̄)(d̂t+τ−j(t
′
−

j) − d̄), Γ̂dd(−j) = Γ̂dd(j), and Ŝdd =
∑P−1

j=−P+1
K(j/M)Γ̂dd(j), the statistic takes the form

MSE-t = (P − τ + 1)1/2
×

d̄
√

Ŝdd

. (1)

Under the null that the population difference in MSEs from models 1 and 2 equal zero, the

authors argue that the test statistic is asymptotically standard normal.

West (1996), however, notes that this outcome depends upon whether or not the forecast

errors depend upon estimated parameters. Specifically, if linear, OLS-estimated models are

used for forecasting, then P 1/2d̄ →
d N(0,Ω), where Ω = Sdd +2(1−π−1 ln(1+π))(FBSdh +
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FBShhBF ′), with F = (−2Eu1,t+τx
′

1,t, 2Eu2,t+τx
′

2,t), B a block diagonal matrix with block

diagonal elements B1 and B2, Sdd the long-run variance of dt+τ , Shh the long-run variance

of ht+τ , and Sdh the long-run covariance of ht+τ and dt+τ . As a result, the MSE-t test as

constructed in (1) may be poorly sized because, generally speaking, the estimated variance

Ŝdd is consistent for Sdd but not Ω.

One case in which the MSE-t test (1) will be asymptotically valid in the presence of

estimated parameters is when F = 0. F will equal zero when the forecast error is uncor-

related with the predictors — a case that will hold when quadratic loss is used for both

estimation and inference on predictive ability and the observables are covariance stationary.

However, when the data is subject to revision, the population level residuals ys+τ − x′

i,sβ
∗

i ,

s = 1, ..., t− τ , and forecast errors yt+τ (t
′)− x′

i,t(t)β
∗

i , t = R, ..., T , need not have the same

covariance structure. Consequently, E(ys+τ − x′

i,sβ
∗

i )xi,s equaling zero need not imply any-

thing about whether or not E(yt+τ (t
′) − x′

i,t(t)β
∗

i )xi,t(t) equals zero.

Lemma 1. Define F = 2(−Eu1,t+τ (t
′)x′

1,t(t), Eu2,t+τ (t
′)x′

2,t(t)) and let Assumptions 1,

2 and 4 or 4′ hold. P 1/2d̄ = P−1/2
∑T

t=R(u2
1,t+τ (t

′) − u2
2,t+τ (t

′) + FBH(t)) + op(1).

The expansion in Lemma 1 is notationally identical to that in West’s (1996) Lemma

4.1. This is not entirely surprising since, under our assumptions, the parameter estimates

used to construct the forecasts are consistent for their population counterparts and hence

the term due to parameter estimation error (FBH(t)) contributes in the same fashion re-

gardless of revisions. Even so, this term is different from that in West (1996) in one very

important way. The term F captures the average marginal effect of a unit change in the

parameter vector (β′

1, β
′

2)
′ used to construct d̂t+τ (t

′). In the presence of revisions this is F =

2(−Eu1,t+τ (t
′)x′

1,t(t), Eu2,t+τ (t
′)x′

2,t(t)). This moment need not be the same as its equiva-

lent constructed using final revised data. Nevertheless, since the asymptotic expansion is

notationally identical to West’s (1996), the asymptotic distribution of the scaled average of

the loss differentials remains (notationally) the same.

Theorem 1. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 4 or 4′ hold. P 1/2d̄ →
d N(0,Ω) where Ω =

Sdd + 2(1 − π−1 ln(1 + π))(FBSdh + FBShhBF ′).

Since the asymptotic distribution is essentially the same as in West (1996), the special
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cases in which one can ignore parameter estimation error remain essentially the same. For

example, if the number of forecasts is small relative to the initial estimation sample, such

that limR,P→∞P/R = π = 0, then 2(1−π−1 ln(1+π)) = 0, and hence the latter covariance

terms are zero — as in West (1996).

Another special case arises when F equals zero. To see when this will or will not arise it

is useful to write out the population forecast errors explicitly. That is, consider the moment

condition E(yt+τ (t
′)−x′

i,t(t)β
∗

i )x
′

i,t(t). Moreover, note that β∗

i is defined as the probability

limit of the regression parameter estimate in the regression ys+τ = x′

i,sβ
∗

i + ui,s+τ . Hence

F equals zero if Exi,t(t)yt+τ (t
′) = (Exi,t(t)x

′

i,t(t))(Exi,tx
′

i,t)
−1(Exi,tyt+τ ) for each i = 1, 2.

Various scenarios will make F = 0 and permit use of conventional tests: (1) x and y are

unrevised; (2) x is unrevised and the revisions to y are uncorrelated with x; (3) x is unrevised

and final revised vintage y is used for evaluation; or (4) x is unrevised and the “vintages”

of y’s are redefined so that the data release used for estimation is also used for evaluation.

In general, though, neither of these special cases — that π = 0 or F = 0 — need hold. In

finite samples a small P/R doesn’t guarantee that parameter estimation error is negligible,

because FBSdh +FBShhBF ′ could be large. Moreover, in the presence of predictable data

revisions it is typically not the case that F = 0. Except in the special cases noted above,

generating forecasts with preliminary data — and evaluating them with either preliminary

or final estimates of y — will make F non-zero, and require the standard error correction

given in Theorem 1. Intuitively, what drives this result is that, in the data vintage used to

estimate the models, the last small portion of observations include measurement noise (not

present in most of that vintage’s data sample). This noise leads to a correlation between

the end-of-sample observations used to generate the forecast and the forecast error (for an

error computed with preliminary or final data).

To see how real-time revisions can create a non–zero covariance between real-time fore-

cast errors and predictors, consider a simple data-generating process (DGP) in which the

final data (for t), published with a one-period delay (in t + 1), are generated by

yt = βx1,t−1 + βx2,t−1 + ey,t + vy,t (2)

xi,t = exi,t + vxi,t, i = 1, 2

ey,t, vy,t, ex1,t, vx1,t, ex2,t, vx2,t iid normal,

where e’s represent innovation components that will be included in initial estimates, v’s

represent news components that will not, var(exi,t) = σ2
e,x, and var(vxi,t) = σ2

v,x for i = 1, 2
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(all innovations have means of 0). Initial estimates for period t, published in t and denoted

yt(t), x1,t(t), and x2,t(t), contain news and noise:

yt(t) = yt − vy,t + wy,t (3)

xi,t(t) = xi,t − vxi,t + wxi,t, i = 1, 2

wy,t, wx1,t, wx2,t iid normal,

where v’s correspond to the news component of revisions, w’s denote the (mean 0) noise in

the initial estimates, and var(wxi,t) = σ2
w,x i = 1, 2. Finally, suppose forecasts are generated

from two models of the form yt+1 = bixi,t + ui,t+1, i = 1, 2.

The population value of the real-time forecast error for model i is

ui,t+1(t + 1) = yt+1(t + 1) − βxi,t(t) = ey,t+1 + wy,t+1 + βxj,t + βvxi,t − βwxi,t. (4)

The noise component wxi,t creates a non–zero covariance between the real-time forecast

error and predictor, giving rise to a non–zero F matrix. For forecast i, this covariance is

E [ui,t+1(t + 1)xi,t(t)] = E [(ey,t+1 + wy,t+1 + βxj,t + βvxi,t − βwxi,t) (exi,t + wxi,t)](5)

= −βσ2
w,x.

Note that, were the data generating process and forecast models to include lags of the

dependent variable, noise in the dependent variable would also contribute to a non-zero

covariance between the real-time forecast error and predictors. In contrast, in the complete

absence of data revisions, as in West (1996), there would be no v and w terms, so the

forecast error ui,t+1 would be uncorrelated with the predictor xi,t, and F would equal 0.

Nonetheless, in practice, even with F *= 0, it is possible that a negative impact of FBSdh

could offset the positive impact of the variance component FBShhBF ′. In such a setting,

the correction necessitated by predictable data revisions may be small. At least in the

DGPs we consider, it looks like this may often be the case. In the simple DGP above,

F = 2(βσ2
w,x, −βσ2

w,x)′. If we define σ2
x = σ2

e,x + σ2
v,x and σ2

u = σ2
e,y + σ2

v,y, and note that

ht+1 = ((βx2,t + ey,t+1 + vy,t+1)x1,t, (βx1,t + ey,t+1 + vy,t+1)x2,t)
′, simple algebra yields

Shh =

(

σ2
uσ2

x + β2σ4
x β2σ4

x

β2σ4
x σ2

uσ2
x + β2σ4

x

)

, Sdh = 2βσ2
e,xσ2

e,y[−1, 1]′. (6)

Putting together the pieces yields a population–level variance correction of

FBSdh + FBShhBF ′ =
8β2σ2

w,x

σ2
x

(

σ2
w,xσ2

u − σ2
e,yσ

2
e,x

)

. (7)
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As this shows, the positive impact of noise (through σ2
w,x) on the variance correction can be

offset or even dominated by the negative impact associated with the information content in

initial releases of y and x1 and x2 (through σ2
e,y and σ2

e,x).

3.2 Nested comparisons

For nested models, Clark and McCracken (2005) and McCracken (2007) also propose tests

for equal MSE based upon the sequence of loss differentials. Specifically, they consider the

MSE-t statistic (1) and another F -type statistics, referred to as the MSE-F test.

Both tests have limiting distributions that are non–standard. Specifically, McCracken

(2007) shows that, for one–step ahead forecasts from well-specified nested models, the MSE-t

and MSE-F statistics converge in distribution to functions of stochastic integrals of quadrat-

ics of Brownian motion, with limiting distributions that depend on the parameter π and the

number of exclusion restrictions k22. For this case, simulated asymptotic critical values are

provided. In Clark and McCracken (2005), the asymptotics are extended to permit direct

multi-step forecasts and conditional heteroskedasticity. In this environment the limiting

distributions are affected by unknown nuisance parameters. In this situation, critical val-

ues can be obtained by either Monte Carlo or bootstrap. However, all of these results are

derived ignoring the potential for data revisions.

In the presence of predictable data revisions, the asymptotics for tests of predictive

ability change dramatically. Again, with data revisions, the residuals ys+τ − x′

i,sβ
∗

i ,

s = 1, ..., t − τ , and the forecast errors yt+τ (t
′) − x′

i,t(t)β
∗

i , t = R, ..., T , need not have

the same covariance structure and hence F = 2(Eu2,t+τ (t
′)x′

2,t(t)) need not equal zero.

Lemma 2. Define F = 2(Eu2,t+τ (t
′)x′

2,t(t)). Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and let

F (−JB1J
′+B2) *= 0. (i) If Assumption 4 holds, P 1/2d̄ = F (−JB1J

′+B2)(P
−1/2

∑T
t=R H(t))+

op(1). (ii) If Assumption 4′ holds, R1/2d̄ = F (−JB1J
′ + B2)(R

1/2H(R)) + op(1).

The expansion in Lemma 2 (i) bears some resemblance to that in Lemma 1 for non-

nested models but omits the lead term (P−1/2
∑T

t=R u2
1,t+τ (t

′) − u2
2,t+τ (t

′)) because the

models are nested under the null. Interestingly, neither (i) nor (ii) bears any resemblance

to the corresponding expansions in Clark and McCracken (2005) and McCracken (2007) for

nested models. The key reason for this difference arises from the additional assumption that

F (−JB1J
′ + B2) *= 0. When this condition holds, the expansion in Lemma 2 is of order

10



P 1/2, rather than order P as in Clark and McCracken (2005) and McCracken (2007). Not

surprisingly, this implies very different asymptotic behavior of the average loss differential.

Theorem 2. Let Assumptions 1 and 2 hold and let F (−JB1J
′ + B2) *= 0. (i) If

Assumption 4 holds, P 1/2d̄ →d N(0,Ω), where Ω = 2(1 − π−1 ln(1 + π))F (−JB1J
′ +

B2)Shh(−JB1J
′ + B2)F

′. (ii) If Assumption 4′ holds, R1/2d̄ →d N(0,Ω), where Ω =

F (−JB1J
′ + B2)Shh(−JB1J

′ + B2)F
′.

Theorem 2 makes clear that in the presence of predictable revisions, a t-test for equal

predictive ability can be constructed that is asymptotically standard normal under the null

hypothesis. This is in sharp contrast to the results in Clark and McCracken (2005) and

McCracken (2007). This finding has a number of important implications, listed below.

1. The MSE-t test (1) diverges with probability 1 under the null hypothesis. To see this,

note that by Theorem 2, the numerator of MSE-t is Op(1). Following arguments made

in Clark and McCracken (2005) and McCracken (2007), the denominator of the MSE-t

statistic is Op(P
−1). Taking account of the square root in the denominator of the MSE-t

test implies that the MSE-t test is Op(P
1/2) and hence the MSE-t test has an asymptotic

size of 50%. A similar argument implies the MSE-F statistic also diverges.

2. Out-of-sample inference for nested comparisons can be conducted without the strong

auxiliary assumptions made in Clark and McCracken (2005) and McCracken (2007) regard-

ing the correct specification of the models. Optimal forecasts from properly specified models

will generally follow MA(τ − 1) processes, which we typically required in our prior work. In

this paper, the serial correlation in τ -step forecast errors can take a more general form.

3. Perhaps most importantly, asymptotically valid inference can be conducted without

simulation or non-standard tables. So long as an asymptotically valid estimate of Ω is

available, standard normal tables can be used to conduct inference.

However, the asymptotic distribution of the MSE-t test can differ from that given in

Theorem 2. The leading case occurs when the revisions consist of news rather than noise,

so that F = 0. Another occurs when the null model is a random walk and the alternative

includes variables subject to predictable revisions. Still others are listed in the discussion

following Theorem 1. But even with predictable revisions that make F non-zero, Theorem

2 fails to hold when F (−JB1J
′ +B2) (and hence Ω) equals zero. In both cases, the MSE-t

statistic (from (1)) is bounded in probability under the null. However, in each instance the
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asymptotic distributions are non-standard in much the same way as in Clark and McCracken

(2005). Moreover, conducting inference using these distributions is complicated by the

presence of unknown nuisance parameters. We leave a complete characterization of these

distributions to future research. In the Monte Carlo section, however, we examine the

ability of the distributions developed in this paper and in Clark and McCracken (2005) to

approximate the more complicated, true asymptotic distributions when Ω is small.

3.3 Estimating the standard errors

To construct asymptotically valid estimates of the above standard errors, some combi-

nation of Sdd, Sdh, Shh, F , B, and 2(1 − π−1 ln(1 + π)) needs to be estimated. Since

π̂ = P/R is consistent for π, estimating Π ≡ 2(1 − π−1 ln(1 + π)) is trivial. For B̂i =

(T−1 ∑T−max(τ ,r)
s=1 xi,sx

′

i,s)
−1, we let B̂ denote the block diagonal matrix constructed using

B̂1 and B̂2. For non-nested comparisons, we define F̂i = 2(−1)i[P−1 ∑T
t=R ûi,t+τ (t

′)x′

i,t(t)]

and F̂ = (F̂1, F̂2). For nested comparisons, F̂ = 2[P−1 ∑T
t=R û2,t+τ (t

′)x′

2,t(t)].

For the long-run variances and covariances we consider estimates based on standard

kernel-based estimators, as in West (1996), West and McCracken (1998) and McCracken

(2000). To be more precise, we use kernel-weighted estimates of Γdd(j) = Edt+τ (t
′)dt+τ−j(t

′
−

j), Γdh(j) = Edt+τ (t
′)h′

t+τ−j and Γhh(j) = Eht+τh
′

t+τ−j to estimate Sdd, Sdh and Shh.

To construct the relevant pieces recall that ûi,t+τ (t
′) = yt+τ (t

′) − x′

i,t(t)β̂i,t, t = R, ..., T .

For non-nested comparisons, define ĥs+τ = ((ys+τ − x′

1,sβ̂1,T )x′

1,s, (ys+τ − x′

2,sβ̂2,T )x′

2,s)
′,

s = 1, ..., T . For nested comparisons, define ĥs+τ = (ys+τ − x′

2,sβ̂2,T )x2,s, s = 1, ..., T . Let

Γ̂dd(j) = (P−τ+1)−1 ∑T
t=R+j(d̂t+τ (t

′)−d̄)(d̂t+τ−j(t
′
−j)−d̄), Γ̂hh(j) = T−1 ∑T

s=1+j ĥs+τ ĥ
′

s+τ−j

and Γ̂dh(j) = P−1 ∑T
t=R+j d̂t+τ (t

′)ĥ′

t+τ−j , with Γ̂dd(j) = Γ̂dd(−j), Γ̂hh(j) = Γ̂
′

hh(−j) and

Γ̂dh(j) = Γ̂
′

dh(−j). Weighting the relevant leads and lags of these covariances as in Newey

and West’s (1987) HAC estimator, we compute the long-run variances Ŝdd, Ŝhh, and Ŝdh.

The relevant pieces are consistent for their population counterparts.

Theorem 3. Let Assumptions 1, 2 and 4 or 4′ hold. (a) B̂i →
p Bi, F̂ →

p F , Γ̂dd(j) →
p

Γdd(j), Γ̂dh(j) →
p

Γdh(j) and Γ̂hh(j) →
p

Γhh(j). (b) If Assumption 3 holds, Ŝdd →
p Sdd,

Ŝdh →
p Sdh, Ŝhh →

p Shh.

Along with Theorems 1 and 2, Theorem 3 and Slutsky’s Theorem imply that, given a

consistent estimate of Ω, P 1/2d̄/Ω̂
1/2 (or R1/2d̄/Ω̂

1/2) is asymptotically standard normal.
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To estimate Ω, for non-nested comparisons one can use either Ω̂ = Ŝdd + 2Π̂(F̂ B̂Ŝdh +

F̂ B̂ŜhhB̂F̂ ) or Ω̂ = Ŝdd, depending on whether one expects a noise component to the

data revisions. Conveniently, the former is consistent for Ω whether revisions are news

or noise and hence may be a robust choice in practice. For nested comparisons, with

known, noisy revisions, one can use either Ω̂ =2 Π̂F̂ (−JB̂1J
′ + B̂2)Ŝhh(−JB̂1J

′ + B̂2)F̂
′ or

Ω̂ = F̂ (−JB̂1J
′ + B̂2)Ŝhh(−JB̂1J

′ + B̂2)F̂
′, depending upon whether or not one suspects

that the π > 0 or π = 0 asymptotics are those most appropriate in a given application.

4 Monte Carlo Evidence

We proceed by first describing our Monte Carlo framework and the construction of the test

statistics. We then present results on the size and power of the forecast–based tests, for

forecast horizons of one and four steps. We compare results based on our proposed tests

and asymptotics, which take into account the impact of data revisions, against results based

on conventional tests and asymptotics, ignoring the potential impact of data revisions. The

DGPs include simple ones for which we can work out analytic results and more complicated

ones parameterized to roughly reflect the properties of the change in the quarterly U.S.

inflation rate (y) and the output gap (x).

4.1 Monte Carlo design: non-nested case

In the non–nested forecast case, we consider three DGPs patterned broadly after those in

Godfrey and Pesaran (1983). In practice, data such as GDP are subject to many revisions.

In our Monte Carlo exercises, we try to simplify matters while at the same time preserving

some of the essential features of actual (non-benchmark) revisions.

For DGPs 1 and 2, the final data are generated by:

yt = .4x1,t−1 + (.4 + β)x2,t−1 + σe,yey,t + σv,yvy,t (8)

xi,t = σe,xexi,t + σv,xvxi,t, i = 1, 2

ey,t, vy,t, ex1,t, vx1,t, ex2,t, vx2,t iid N(0, 1).

Across the DGP 1 and 2 experiments, the variances of the y and x variables are held fixed,

but the variances of the innovation components vary, as described below. For DGP 3, the

final data are generated by

yt = −0.4yt−1 − 0.3yt−2 + .25x1,t−1 + (.25 + β)x2,t−1 + σe,yey,t + σv,yvy,t (9)
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xi,t = 1.1xi,t−1 − 0.3xi,t−2 + σe,xexi,t + σv,xvxi,t, i = 1, 2

ey,t, vy,t, ex1,t, vx1,t, ex2,t, vx2,t iid N(0, 1).

For all DGPs, the coefficient β is set to zero in size experiments. In power experiments, β

is set to 0.6 in DGPs 1 and 2 and 0.75 in DGP 3.

For the revision process, we assume a single revision of an initially published estimate.

For analytical tractability, in DGPs 1 and 2 the final values are published with just a one-

period delay. In DGP 3, the final values are published with a four-period delay. Specifically,

a first estimate of each variable’s value in period t is published in period t (denoted yt(t),

x1,t(t), and x2,t(t)). The final estimates (yt, x1,t, and x2,t) are treated as being published

in period t + 1 in DGPs 1 and 2 and period t + 4 in DGP 3.

In light of evidence of predictability in data revisions (e.g., Croushore and Stark (2003),

Faust and Wright (2005), and Arouba (2006)), the revision processes have a common general

structure that incorporates unpredictable (news) and unpredictable (noise) components:

yt(t) = yt − σv,yvy,t + σw,ywy,t (10)

xi,t(t) = xi,t − σv,xvxi,t + σw,xwxi,t, i = 1, 2

wy,t, wx1,t, wx2,t iid N(0, 1)

With this structure, the initial estimates include all of the information in the final value

except the innovation (news) components denoted by v’s (incorporated in, e.g., yt−σv,yvy,t),

but add in measurement error (noise) components denoted by w’s.

For DGPs 2 and 3, our parameterizations of the revision processes are roughly drawn

from evidence in Aruoba (2006) and empirical estimates for real-time U.S. data on the

change in GDP inflation and the HP output gap from 1965 through 2003. For DGP 1,

however, we use a parameterization designed to yield a more sizable impact of data revisions

on real-time forecast inference: σ2

e,y = 0.1, σ2

v,y = 0.9, σ2

w,y = 0.2, σ2

e,x = 1.7, σ2

v,x = .3, and

σ2

w,x = 2. Under this parameterization, the correlation of the revision in y with the initial

estimate is about -0.2, in line with our data. However, the revision variance is nearly 70

percent of the variance of y, well above the 30 percent average reported by Aruoba (2006).

The correlation of the revision in each x variable with the initial estimate is nearly -0.7,

a bit higher than in actual data for the output gap. But the revision variance of each x

variable is 15 percent larger than the variance of the corresponding final series.

In DGP 2 experiments, we use σ2

e,y = 0.8, σ2

v,y = .2, σ2

w,y = 0.2, σ2

e,x = 1.7, σ2

v,x = 0.3,
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and σ2
w,x = 0.5. In DGP 2, the correlation of the revision in y with the initial estimate

remains around -0.2, roughly in line with our data. The correlation of the revision in the x

variables with the initial estimate is nearly -0.4, less than in our actual data on the output

gap, but not out of line with evidence for other variables. As a share of the variance of

the final data, the variance of revisions is about 20 percent for y and 40 percent for the

x variables. These settings balance evidence from our data with the broader results in

Aruoba (2006). Finally, we parameterize DGP 3 to obtain magnitudes of revisions and

predictability in line with DGP 2: σ2
e,y = 0.8, σ2

v,y = 0.2, σ2
w,y = 0.2, σ2

e,x = 0.2, σ2
v,x = 0.3,

and σ2
w,x = 0.5.

With DGPs 1 and 2, we test for equal accuracy of τ -horizon forecasts from models

y
(τ)
t+τ = a1x1,t + u1,t+τ (11)

y
(τ)
t+τ = b1x2,t + u2,t+τ , (12)

where y
(τ)
t+τ ≡ τ−1 ∑τ

s=1 yt+s. The forecasting models for DGP 3 experiments take the form:

y
(τ)
t+τ = a0 + a1yt + a2yt−1 + a3x1,t + u1,t+τ (13)

y
(τ)
t+τ = b0 + b1yt + b2yt−1 + b3x2,t + u2,t+τ . (14)

At each forecast origin t, the observable time series for each variable consists of initial or

first vintage estimates for period t − r + 1 through t and final values for periods t − r and

earlier, where r = 1 in DGPs 1 and 2 and r = 4 in DGP 3. As forecasting moves forward,

the models are recursively re-estimated with an expanding sample of data, by OLS.

In evaluating forecasts, we compute forecast errors using actual values of yt+τ taken

to be the initial estimate published in period t + τ , yt+τ (t + τ). We form two versions

of the MSE-t test, one with a standard error of just Ŝdd and the other with Ω̂ = Ŝdd +

2Π̂(F̂ B̂Ŝdh + F̂ B̂ŜhhB̂F̂ ′). For experiments in which data revisions are purely news, the

variance correction incorporated in Ω̂ is not necessary, but asymptotically irrelevant — so

either test is valid. For experiments in which data revisions include noise, the variance

correction incorporated in Ω̂ is necessary. With noisy revisions, the test based on Ω̂ is valid,

while the test based on just Ŝdd will (asymptotically) be inaccurate.

We estimate the long-run variances Ŝdd, Ŝdh, and Ŝhh as in Newey and West (1987),

using a bandwidth of 2τ . This bandwidth setting allows for noise in data revisions to

create some serial correlation in even one–step ahead forecast errors. For example, if the

true model is an AR(1), with revisions as in (10), one–step ahead real-time forecast errors
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will contain an MA(1) component, due to noise. Our use of a constant bandwidth follows

common practice (e.g., Orphanides and van Norden (2005)). However, like Newey and West

(1987), our asymptotics require that the bandwidth increase with sample size. Were we to

widely vary the sample size, we would want to depart from the fixed-bandwidth approach.

All test statistics are compared against critical values from the standard normal distri-

bution. We report the percentage of 10,000 simulations in which the null of equal accuracy

is rejected at the 5% significance level. Finally, with quarterly data in mind, we consider a

range of sample sizes: P = 20, 40, 80, and 160. For simplicity, we report results for a single

R setting, of 80; results with R = 40 are very similar.

4.2 Monte Carlo design: nested case

In the nested forecast case, we also consider three DGPs. The DGPs include both news and

noise components of revisions, and we consider alternative parameterizations that make our

proposed correction important or not.

For DGPs 1 and 2, the final data are generated by

yt = .7yt−1 + β22xt−1 + ey,t + vy,t (15)

xt = .7xt−1 + ex,t + vx,t

V ar
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In DGP 1 experiments, cov(ey, ex) = 0.35; in DGP 2, cov(ey, ex) = 0.25. The DGPs

also differ in their parameterizations of the noise process, as described below. In size

experiments, β22 = 0; in power experiments, β22 = 0.3.

For DGP 3, the final data are generated by

yt = −0.4yt−1 − 0.3yt−2 − 0.2yt−3 + .1yt−4 + β22xt−1 + ey,t + vy,t (16)

xt = 1.1xt−1 − 0.3xt−2 + ex,t + vx,t

V ar
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In size experiments, β22 = 0; in power experiments, β22 = 0.3.

For all DGPs, the revision processes take the form:

yt(t) = yt − vy,t + wy,t (17)
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xt(t) = xt − vx,t + wx,t

wy,t, wx,t iid normal,

Final data are released with delays of one (DGPs 1 and 2) or four (DGP 3) periods.

In DGP 1, the noise innovation variances are set to σ2
w,y = 1.8 and σ2

w,x = 0.5. Under this

parameterization, the correlation of the revision in y with the initial estimate is about -0.7,

and the variance of revisions is about the same as the variance of the final data on y — well

above what is observed in data on inflation. With cov(ey, ex) = 0.35, this parameterization

yields a relatively large Ω, taken as the baseline case. DGPs 2 and 3 use σ2
w,y = .2 and

σ2
w,x = 0.5, which makes the correlation of the revision in y with the initial estimate about

-0.25, and the variance of revisions in y about 20 to 30 percent of the variance of the final

data on y — roughly in line with actual data. Analytically, we have verified that the DGP

2 parameterization using cov(ey, ex) = 0.25 yields a relatively small population Ω.

In DGP 1 and 2 experiments, we test for equal accuracy of τ -horizon forecasts from

y
(τ)
t+τ = a1yt + u1,t+τ (18)

y
(τ)
t+τ = a2yt + b2xt + u2,t+τ , (19)

where y
(τ)
t+τ ≡ τ−1 ∑τ

s=1 yt+s. In DGP 3 experiments, the forecasting models are

y
(τ)
t+τ = a0 + a1yt + a2yt−1 + a3yt−2 + a4yt−3 + u1,t+τ (20)

y
(τ)
t+τ = b0 + b1yt + b2yt−1 + b3yt−2 + b4yt−3 + b5xt + u2,t+τ . (21)

At each forecast origin t, the observable time series for each variable consists of an initial

or first vintage estimates for period t − r + 1 through t and final values for periods t − r

and earlier, where r = 1 in DGPs 1 and 2 and r = 4 in DGP 3. The parameters of the

forecasting models are estimated recursively by OLS.

In evaluating forecasts, we compute forecast errors using actual values of yt+τ taken to

be the initial estimate published in period t, yt+τ (t + τ). The null hypothesis is that the

variables included in the larger model and not the smaller have no predictive content. We

consider various tests of equal MSE and the Chao, Corradi, and Swanson (2001) test of out-

of-sample Granger causality (henceforth, the CCS test). Two of the tests take into account

the impact of noisy data revisions. The first is our MSE-t(Ω) test, using the square root

of Ω̂ = 2Π̂F̂ (−JB̂1J
′ + B̂2)Ŝhh(−JB̂1J

′ + B̂2)F̂
′ as the standard error, which we compare

against standard normal critical values. The second is the CCS test, compared against χ2
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critical values. We construct the CCS test to account for data revisions simply by using the

real-time forecast errors and predictors in computing the moments entering the variance

given in Chao, Corradi, and Swanson (2001).

We consider several other tests that ignore the potential impact of data revisions, based

primarily on the asymptotics of Clark and McCracken (2005). Specifically, we construct

the MSE-F test and compare it against asymptotic critical values simulated as in Clark

and McCracken (2005). We also construct the conventional version of the MSE-t test,

defined as MSE-t(Sdd) = P 1/2(MSE1 − MSE2)/Ŝ
1/2

dd , and compare it against both Clark

and McCracken (2005) and standard normal critical values. For each test, we reject the

null if the test statistic exceeds the relevant 5% critical value (taken from the right tail, in

the case of the MSE tests). We compute Ŝdd, Ŝhh, and the long-run variances entering the

CCS test with Newey and West’s (1987) HAC estimator, using 2τ lags.

Our various DGP parameterizations will likely affect the performances of the tests that

take revisions into account versus those that do not. With DGP 1, parameterized to make

Ω large, Theorem 2 implies our proposed test to be the correct one, while the MSE-F and

MSE-t(Sdd) statistics compared against Clark and McCracken (2005) critical values should

reject far too often. For DGPs 2 and 3, parameterized to make Ω small, our proposed test

remains asymptotically valid, while the Clark-McCracken tests that ignore data revisions

are not. However, with Ω small, it is possible that, practically speaking, the Clark and

McCracken (2005) asymptotics will be as good as this paper’s asymptotics that account for

revisions. In unreported results, we have also considered versions of DGPs 1 and 2 with noisy

revisions but parameterized to make Ω = 0. In those cases, neither this paper’s asymptotic

approximation (Theorem 2) nor the asymptotic results of our prior work formally apply.

These results are very similar to those for the small Ω case.

4.3 Monte Carlo results: non-nested case

Table 1 reports size and power results from non–nested forecast simulations. We first

consider the properties of forecast tests in which revisions contain only news, in which case

F = 0, and no standard error correction is needed. We then consider results for noisy

revisions, in which case F *= 0 and, in principle, a standard error correction is necessary.

With revisions that contain only news, the size of the unadjusted t-test for equal MSE

(MSE-t(Sdd)) ranges from 6 to 28 percent — such that the test ranges from slightly to

significantly oversized. With large forecast samples, the test tends to be close to correctly
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sized. But the size of the test rises as the sample shrinks and as the horizon increases.

Even though no standard error correction is asymptotically necessary, the adjusted t-test

(MSE-t(Ω)) seems to have better small-sample size properties, at least in smaller forecast

samples. Across results for DGPs 1-3 with just news, the size of the adjusted test ranges

from 4 to 14 percent — from slightly undersized to modestly oversized. These results

indicate that, in a context in which a practitioner can’t be sure that the revisions in his/her

data set contain only news and not noise, applying our correction won’t harm inference if

the revisions contain only news, and may improve it.

Consider now the size of the tests in the case of predictable revisions (noise). In this

case, the unadjusted MSE-t test might be expected to be oversized, more so for larger P/R

than smaller P/R, because the variance in the test fails to account for the variance impact

of the predictable revisions. In the case of one–step ahead forecasts from DGPs 1 and 2,

we can analytically compute the population value of the correction FBSdh + FBShhBF ′

from (7), to be 2.34 for DGP 1 and -0.28 for DGP 2, compared to population Sdd values of

roughly 3.5. Accordingly, based on the one–step ahead asymptotics, we might expect the

unadjusted and adjusted tests to both be about correctly sized in results for DGP 2, but

the unadjusted to be oversized in results for DGP 1.

The noisy revisions results in Table 1 are consistent with these asymptotics. In DGP

1 results, the unadjusted test is modestly to significantly oversized, yielding a rejection

rate between 11 and 12 percent at the one-step horizon and between 8 and 23 percent at

the four-step horizon. The adjusted test has much better properties, ranging from slightly

undersized to modestly oversized: the rejection rates range from 4 to 6 percent for one-

step forecasts and 3 to 9 percent for four-step forecasts. In DGP 2 results, the size of the

unadjusted test is consistently lower, sometimes significantly, while the size of the adjusted

test is typically a bit higher than in the DGP 1 results. With DGP 2, the size of the

unadjusted test ranges from 5 to 9 percent at the one-step horizon and from 5 to 21 percent

at the four-step horizon. The size of the adjusted test falls between 5 and 8 percent for

one-step forecasts and 3 and 11 percent for four-step forecasts. Results for DGP 3, for

which the standard error correction is also quite small, are qualitatively similar to those for

DGP 2. Overall, the results for the noise revisions simulations are similar to those for the

news case in that, in small samples, the adjusted t-test generally has better small sample

properties than the unadjusted test, even if, in population, the necessary correction is small.
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The lower half of Table 2 shows that, with revisions that contain only news, the powers

of the adjusted and unadjusted tests for one-step ahead forecasts are virtually identical.

For example, with DGP 3, P = 80, and τ = 1, both tests have power of 80 percent. At

the four-step horizon, power is generally lower, and, for smaller samples, the power of the

unadjusted test is often modestly greater than that of the adjusted test. For instance, with

DGP 1, P = 40, and τ = 4, the powers of the unadjusted and adjusted tests are 24 and

19 percent, respectively. With predictable revisions (noise) in all variables, differences in

power remain small or modest for small P , but overall power can be trivial. In DGPs 1 and

3, the power of the unadjusted test ranges from 8 to 24 percent; the power of the adjusted

test ranges from 4 to 17 percent. Power is much better for DGP 2, with trivial differences

across the unadjusted and adjusted tests, except with small P and the four-step horizon.

With DGP 2, the powers of one–step ahead tests fall between 22 and 84 percent; the powers

of the four-step tests range from 12 to 23 percent.

4.4 Monte Carlo results: nested case

Table 2 reports size and power results from nested model forecast simulations. Consistent

with our theoretical results, with DGP 1 (for which we can analytically determine that

Ω is large), the standard MSE-F and MSE-t(Sdd) statistics compared against Clark and

McCracken (2005) critical values suffer large size distortions. The size of the MSE-F test

ranges from 5 to 26 percent; the size of the MSE-t(Sdd) test ranges from 21 to 32 percent.

Comparing MSE-t(Sdd) against standard normal critical values also yields significant over-

sizing, with size ranging from 10 to 24 percent. Comparing our proposed statistic MSE-t(Ω)

against standard normal critical values yields much more accurate inference, with size be-

tween 8 and 10 percent at the one-step horizon and between 13 and 15 percent at the

four-step horizon. Admittedly, at the four-step horizon, all of the MSE tests are oversized;

however, our proposed test fares at least slightly better than the others. The CCS test,

which also accounts for the distributional impact of data revisions, is reasonably accurate

for one-step ahead forecasts and long samples of four-step ahead forecasts (with size of be-

tween 5 and 7 percent), but oversized for smaller samples of four-step ahead forecasts (with

size between 9 percent for P = 80 and 21 percent for P = 20).

With DGPs 2 and 3, for which Ω is small, it is less clear that one test is more reliable

than the others. The MSE-F test seems most reliable, with size ranging from 4 to 10

percent. The MSE-t(Sdd) test compared against Clark and McCracken (2005) critical values
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is less reliable (mostly so for small P or four-step forecasts), with size between 5 and 21

percent. Comparing the same test against standard normal critical values tends to yield an

undersized test (except for small P and longer forecast horizons). Our proposed MSE-t(Ω)

test is consistently oversized, with size between 6 and 14 percent. Finally, the CCS test

is correctly sized or modestly oversized for one-step ahead forecasts and long samples of

four-step ahead forecasts, but oversized for smaller samples of four-step ahead forecasts.

Experiments with news-only revisions or noise revisions but Ω = 0 yield similar results.

The lower half of Table 2 provides power results from nested model simulations. With

DGP 1, the MSE-F and MSE-t(Ω) tests have comparable power: e.g., at the one-step

horizon, the power of the former ranges from 39 to 98 percent; the power of the latter

ranges from 63 to 93 percent. Comparing the conventional MSE-t(Sdd) statistic against

Clark and McCracken (2005) or standard normal critical values often yields lower power,

more so with normal critical values. For instance, at the one-step horizon, comparing

MSE-t(Sdd) against standard normal critical values yields a rejection rate between 28 and

88 percent. In experiments for DGPs 2 and 3, power is generally much lower. At the

one-step horizon, the power of the MSE-F test ranges from 23 to 48 percent; the power

of the MSE-t(Ω) test varies from 23 to 40 percent. In the same experiments, the power of

MSE-t(Sdd) compared against standard normal critical values falls between 4 and 9 percent.

The CCS test shows a reversed pattern: power is very low for DGP 1, and somewhat better

for the other DGPs. Overall, the CCS test generally (although not universally, especially

for large P ) has lower power than the MSE-F and MSE-t(Ω) tests, at least partly because

it is two-sided instead of one-sided.

On balance, in the face of potentially predictable data revisions in nested model forecast

comparisons, it would seem useful to consider results from multiple tests, preferably MSE-

F and MSE-t(Ω). In cases in which Ω is large, our proposed test MSE-t(Ω) should be

preferred, but in many practical settings, Ω seems likely to be small. In such settings,

the MSE-F test compared against Clark and McCracken (2005) critical values — which is

technically valid only in the absence of revisions — still seems to work reasonably despite

the potential impact of revisions on the asymptotic distribution.
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5 Application to Inflation Forecasting

We apply the tests and inference approaches described above to determine whether, in real-

time data (as in, e.g., Giacomini and Rossi (2005) and Orphanides and van Norden (2005)),

various measures of economic activity have predictive content for inflation.

5.1 Data

Data on GDP and the GDP price index are taken from the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadel-

phia’s Real–Time Data Set for Macroeconomists (RTDSM). The full forecast evaluation

period runs from 1970:Q1 through 2003:Q4. For each forecast origin t in 1970:Q1 through

2003:Q4, we use data vintage t to estimate output gaps, (recursively) estimate the forecast

models, and then construct forecasts for periods t and beyond. The starting point of the

model estimation sample is always 1961:4. In evaluating forecast accuracy, we consider

several possible definitions (vintages) of actual inflation. One estimate is the second one

available in the RTDSM, published two quarters after the end of the forecast observation

date. We also consider estimates of inflation published with delays of five and 13 periods.

5.2 Models

Following Stock and Watson (2003), among others, we obtain forecasts of the change in

inflation at the one-year-ahead horizon from reduced–form Phillips curves:

π
(4)
t+4 − πt = α0 +

3∑

l=0

αl∆πt−l + βxt + uPC,t+4, (22)

where inflation is π
(4)
t ≡ 100 ln(pt/pt−4), π

(1)
t ≡ πt, and xt is a measure of economic activity.

In one model, xt is defined as the four–quarter GDP growth rate, ln(GDPt/GDPt−4). In

another model, xt is defined as HP-detrended log GDP.

In addition to comparing forecasts from one version of (22) with GDP growth to another

with the output gap, we compare forecasts from the model with GDP growth to forecasts

from the following AR model for the change in inflation:

π
(4)
t+4 − πt = α0 +

1∑

l=0

αl∆πt−l + uAR,t+4. (23)

In computing the MSE-t and CCS tests, we use the Newey and West (1987) estimator

of the necessary long-run variances, with a bandwidth of 8.
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5.3 Results

The top panel of Table 3 presents results for the (non–nested) comparison of forecasts from

the models with the output gap (model 1) and GDP growth (model 2). For all samples and

definitions of actuals, the model with GDP growth yields more accurate forecasts. However,

there is little evidence of statistical significance in the forecast accuracy differences. If

the conventional variance Ŝdd is used in forming the t-test, the null of equal accuracy is

rejected for all 1985-2003 samples. However, consistent with our Monte Carlo evidence,

taking account of the potential for predictability in the data revisions raises the estimated

standard error. All rejections of equal accuracy based on the t-test using Ŝdd go away when

the test uses the adjusted variance Ω̂.

The bottom panel provides results for the (nested) comparison of forecasts from the

AR(2) model (model 1) and the model with four lags of inflation and GDP growth (model

2). For nearly all samples and definitions of actuals, the forecasts from the model with

GDP growth are more accurate than the AR(2) forecasts. When we abstract from the

potential impact of predictable data revisions on test behavior, and compare MSE-F and

MSE-t(Sdd) to asymptotic critical values simulated as in Clark and McCracken (2005), we

always reject the null AR model in the 1970-2003 and 1970-1984 samples. Taking account

of data revisions by using the variance Ω̂ in the MSE-t test always increases the (absolute)

value of the t–statistic — but in only one case is the adjusted t–statistic significant when the

unadjusted t–statistic (compared against standard normal critical values) is not. Overall,

the MSE-F and MSE-t(Ω) tests, most reliable in the Monte Carlo evidence, always agree.

6 Conclusion

This paper derives the limiting distributions for tests of equal predictive ability based on

real-time data. When revised data are used to construct and evaluate forecasts, tests

of equal MSE typically do not have the same asymptotic distributions as when the data

is never revised. However, suitably modified tests are asymptotically standard normal

and hence inference can be conducted using the relevant tables. Monte Carlo simulations

broadly confirm our asymptotic approximations. Taking revisions into account by using our

proposed tests rather than the standard forms of the tests can yield more reliable inferences,

although in practice, there will be situations in which our proposed corrections are not very

important. We conclude by applying our tests to competing forecasts of U.S. inflation.
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7 Appendix 1: Theory Details

Most results follow from very similar arguments to those in West (1996), McCracken (2000),

and Clark and McCracken (2005) but keeping track of the fact that while (x′
i,t, yt+τ )

′ is co-

variance stationary, it need not have the same first and second moments as (x′
i,t(t), yt+τ (t

′))′

due to the revision process.

In order to keep track of this distinction, some notation is useful: Bi(t) = (t−1
∑t−τ

s=1 xi,sx
′
i,s)

−1,

B̂i(t) = (t−1
∑t−τ

s=1 xi,s(t)x
′
i,s(t))

−1, Gi(t) = t−1
∑t−τ

s=1 xi,sys+τ , Ĝi(t) = t−1
∑t−τ

s=1 xi,s(t)ys+τ (t),

Hi(t) = t−1
∑t−τ

s=1 (ys+τ − x′
i,sβ

∗
i )xi,s, and Ĥi(t) = t−1

∑t−τ
s=1 (ys+τ (t) − x′

i,s(t)β
∗
i )xi,s(t). If

we let Ĥi(t) − Hi(t) = t−1vi,t we obtain the identity β̂i,t ≡ B̂i(t)Ĝi(t) = β∗
i + Bi(t)Hi(t) +

Bi(t)(t
−1vi,t) + (B̂i(t) − Bi(t))Gi(t) + (B̂i(t) − Bi(t))(t

−1vi,t). In addition, we let supt de-

note supR≤t≤T , and for any matrix A with elements ai,j , |A| denotes maxi,j |ai,j |. Finally,

ignoring the finite sample distinction between summing over P and P −τ +1 elements, each

set of results are based upon the decomposition of d̄ into four bracketed {.} terms.

d̄ = {P−1
∑T

t=R
(u2

1,t+τ (t
′) − u2

2,t+τ (t
′))} (24)

+ {P−1
∑T

t=R
(2

∑2

i=1
(−1)ihi,t+τ (t

′)Bi(t)Hi(t))}

+ {P−1
∑T

t=R
(
∑2

i=1
(−1)i+1H ′

i(t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x
′
i,t(t)Bi(t)Hi(t))}

+ {P−1
∑T

t=R
(
∑2

i=1
(−1)i(2hi,t+τ (t

′)Bi(t)(t
−1vi,t) + 2hi,t+τ (t

′)(B̂i(t) − Bi(t))Ĥi(t)

− H ′
i(t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x

′
i,t(t)Bi(t)(t

−1vi,t) − 2H ′
i(t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x

′
i,t(t)(B̂i(t) − Bi(t))Ĥi(t)

− (t−1v′i,t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x
′
i,t(t)Bi(t)(t

−1vi,t) − 2(t−1v′i,t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x
′
i,t(t)(B̂i(t) − Bi(t))Ĥi(t)

− Ĥ ′
i(t)(B̂i(t) − Bi(t))xi,t(t)x

′
i,t(t)(B̂i(t) − Bi(t))Ĥi(t)))}

Proof of Lemma 1: Given the decomposition in (24), it suffices to show that the P 1/2-

scaled second bracketed term equals FB(P−1/2
∑T

t=R H(t))+op(1) and the P 1/2-scaled third

and fourth bracketed terms are op(1). That the first term equals FB(P−1/2
∑T

t=R H(t)) +

op(1) follows from algebra nearly identical to that in West (1996, Lemma 4.1; see apx.

Lemma A4). Proofs that the third term, and each component of the fourth term are op(1)

follow similar logic. For example,

|P−1/2
∑T

t=R H ′
i(t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x

′
i,t(t)Bi(t)Hi(t)| ≤

k8(P−1/2)(P−1
∑T

t=R |xi,t(t)x
′
i,t(t)|)(supt |Bi(t)|)

2(supt |P
1/2Hi(t)|)

2

and
|P−1/2

∑T
t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′)Bi(t)(t

−1vi,t)| ≤

k2(P 1/2/R)(supt |Bi(t)|)(P
−1

∑T
t=R |hi,t+τ (t

′)||vi,t|)
.

Since Assumption 2 suffices for P−1
∑T

t=R |xi,t(t)x
′
i,t(t)|, supt |Bi(t)|, supt |P

1/2Hi(t)|, and

P−1
∑T

t=R |hi,t+τ (t
′)||vi,t| to each be Op(1), Assumption 4 or 4′ imply each term is op(1).

Proof of Theorem 1: Given Lemma 1 the result follows nearly identical logic to that

in West (1996) Theorem 4.1.
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Proof of Lemma 2: First note that, under the null, the initial bracketed term in

(24) is zero since u1,t+τ (t
′) = u2,t+τ (t

′) = ut+τ (t
′). (i) If we also note that J ′x2,t(t) = x1,t(t)

so that J ′H2(t) = H1(t), and take account of the (nested model) definition of F , the proof

is identical to that in Lemma 1.

(ii) The key differences in the proof are (a) the scaling by R1/2 rather than P 1/2, and

(b) given our assumptions, supt R1/2|Bi(t)Hi(t)−Bi(R)Hi(R)| = op(1); a result that follows

from Lemma 8 of Clark and McCracken (2001). With this tool in hand we first show that

the second term in (26) equals F (−JB1J
′ + B2)(R

1/2H(R)) + op(1). To do so note that

R1/2P−1
∑T

t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′)Bi(t)Hi(t) = R1/2(P−1

∑T
t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′))Bi(R)Hi(R)

+R1/2(P−1
∑T

t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′)(Bi(t)Hi(t) − Bi(R)Hi(R)))

.

Since Bi(R) →p Bi, P−1
∑T

t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′) →p Eh′

i,t+τ (t
′), R1/2Hi(R) = Op(1), and

|R1/2(P−1
∑T

t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′)(Bi(t)Hi(t) − Bi(R)Hi(R)))| ≤

k(P−1
∑T

t=R |h′

i,t+τ (t
′)|)(supt R1/2|Bi(t)Hi(t) − Bi(R)Hi(R)|)

we obtain the desired result.

Proofs that the third term, and each component of the fourth term are op(1) follow

logic comparable to that in Lemma 1 but adjusting for the rescaling. Using the same

examples from Lemma 1,

|R1/2P−1
∑T

t=R H ′

i(t)Bi(t)xi,t(t)x
′

i,t(t)Bi(t)Hi(t)| ≤

k4(R−1/2)(P−1
∑T

t=R |xi,t(t)x
′

i,t(t)|)(supt |Bi(t)|)
2(supt |R

1/2Hi(t)|)
2

and
|R1/2P−1

∑T
t=R h′

i,t+τ (t
′)Bi(t)(t

−1vi,t)| ≤

k(R−1/2)(supt |Bi(t)|)(P
−1

∑T
t=R |h′

i,t+τ (t
′)||vi,t|)

.

Since Assumption 2 suffices for P−1
∑T

t=R |xi,t(t)x
′

i,t(t)|, supt |Bi(t)|, supt |R
1/2Hi(t)|, and

P−1
∑T

t=R |h′

i,t+τ (t
′)||vi,t| to each be Op(1), Assumption 4′ implies each term is op(1).

Proof of Theorem 2: (i) Given Lemma 2 (i) the result follows nearly identical

logic to that in West (1996) Theorem 4.1. (ii) Given Lemma 2 (ii), and the fact that

R1/2H(R) →d N(0, Shh), the result is immediate.

Proof of Theorem 3: (i) Assumption 2 suffices for B̂i →p Bi. That F̂ →p F follows

nearly identical arguments to that in Lemma 5.1 of West (1996). That Γ̂hh →p Γhh is

immediate from Theorem 5.1 of West (1996). As detailed in Clark and McCracken (2007),

algebra along the lines of McCracken (2000) proves the consistency of Γ̂dd(j) and Γ̂dh(j). (ii)

Given part (i)–and especially that rT = op(P
−m)–the proof is identical to that for Theorem

2.3.2 in McCracken (2000).
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Table 1. Non-Nested Model Size and Power Results

test P = 20 40 80 160 P = 20 40 80 160

horizon = 1 horizon = 4

size: DGP 1, news

MSE-t(Sdd) .10 .07 .06 .06 .22 .12 .08 .06
MSE-t(Ω) .08 .06 .05 .05 .11 .06 .04 .04

size: DGP 2, news

MSE-t(Sdd) .10 .07 .06 .06 .22 .12 .08 .06
MSE-t(Ω) .08 .06 .05 .05 .11 .06 .04 .04

size: DGP 3, news

MSE-t(Sdd) .10 .08 .07 .06 .28 .16 .11 .08
MSE-t(Ω) .05 .04 .04 .05 .14 .09 .06 .06

size: DGP 1, noise

MSE-t(Sdd) .11 .11 .11 .12 .23 .14 .10 .08
MSE-t(Ω) .06 .04 .04 .04 .09 .05 .03 .03

size: DGP 2, noise

MSE-t(Sdd) .09 .07 .06 .05 .21 .12 .07 .05
MSE-t(Ω) .08 .06 .05 .05 .11 .06 .04 .03

size: DGP 3, noise

MSE-t(Sdd) .10 .07 .06 .06 .27 .15 .09 .07
MSE-t(Ω) .05 .04 .04 .04 .14 .08 .05 .05

power: DGP 1, news

MSE-t(Sdd) .70 .94 1.00 1.00 .26 .24 .32 .53
MSE-t(Ω) .70 .94 1.00 1.00 .20 .19 .28 .52

power: DGP 2, news

MSE-t(Sdd) .48 .75 .95 1.00 .26 .23 .30 .50
MSE-t(Ω) .48 .74 .96 1.00 .20 .18 .26 .48

power: DGP 3, news

MSE-t(Sdd) .34 .52 .80 .97 .33 .29 .38 .60
MSE-t(Ω) .32 .52 .80 .97 .25 .27 .38 .62

power: DGP 1, noise

MSE-t(Sdd) .12 .09 .10 .11 .22 .14 .10 .08
MSE-t(Ω) .09 .06 .06 .07 .13 .07 .05 .04

power: DGP 2, noise

MSE-t(Sdd) .22 .33 .54 .83 .23 .16 .16 .22
MSE-t(Ω) .22 .33 .55 .84 .17 .12 .14 .22

power: DGP 3, noise

MSE-t(Sdd) .11 .10 .11 .14 .24 .15 .11 .10
MSE-t(Ω) .10 .09 .11 .14 .17 .12 .10 .11

Notes:
1. The DGPs and forecasting equations are given in section 4.1. In the size experiments, the DGP coefficient
β is set to 0. In the power experiments, the DGP coefficient β is set to 0.6 for DGP 1 and 2 and 0.75 for
DGP 3.
2. R, the size of the sample used to generate the first forecast, is 80. P defines the number of observations
in the forecast sample. The number of Monte Carlo replications is 10,000. The nominal size is 5%.
3. MSE-t(Sdd) refers to an unadjusted t-test for equal MSE, using the conventional variance Ŝdd. MSE-t(Ω)
refers to an adjusted t-test for equal MSE, using the variance Ω̂ = Ŝdd + 2Π̂(F̂ B̂Ŝdh + F̂ B̂ŜhhB̂F̂ ′). All test
statistics are compared against standard normal critical values.
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Table 2. Nested Model Size and Power Results

test c.v. P = 20 40 80 160 P = 20 40 80 160

horizon = 1 horizon = 4

size: DGP 1

MSE-F CM .05 .11 .18 .26 .06 .11 .17 .25
MSE-t(Sdd) CM .21 .23 .27 .32 .25 .22 .23 .26
MSE-t(Sdd) N .10 .12 .17 .24 .16 .13 .14 .17
MSE-t(Ω) N .10 .09 .09 .08 .15 .14 .13 .13
CCS χ2 .07 .05 .04 .04 .21 .12 .09 .07

size: DGP 2

MSE-F CM .04 .05 .06 .07 .04 .05 .06 .05
MSE-t(Sdd) CM .12 .08 .06 .05 .19 .11 .06 .03
MSE-t(Sdd) N .04 .02 .02 .01 .10 .05 .02 .01
MSE-t(Ω) N .10 .10 .08 .07 .12 .11 .08 .06
CCS χ2 .08 .06 .05 .05 .23 .13 .09 .08

size: DGP 3

MSE-F CM .05 .07 .09 .10 .05 .07 .08 .09
MSE-t(Sdd) CM .13 .10 .08 .07 .21 .14 .10 .06
MSE-t(Sdd) N .04 .03 .02 .02 .12 .06 .03 .02
MSE-t(Ω) N .12 .11 .10 .09 .14 .14 .11 .09
CCS χ2 .09 .07 .07 .06 .22 .14 .09 .08

power: DGP 1

MSE-F CM .39 .64 .87 .98 .25 .45 .70 .91
MSE-t(Sdd) CM .52 .66 .83 .96 .48 .53 .65 .83
MSE-t(Sdd) N .28 .41 .63 .88 .33 .34 .44 .65
MSE-t(Ω) N .63 .72 .83 .93 .50 .56 .67 .81
CCS χ2 .07 .06 .06 .08 .20 .13 .12 .15

power: DGP 2

MSE-F CM .23 .31 .39 .48 .10 .16 .22 .28
MSE-t(Sdd) CM .20 .20 .21 .23 .24 .19 .16 .15
MSE-t(Sdd) N .08 .07 .07 .09 .14 .08 .06 .05
MSE-t(Ω) N .38 .38 .39 .40 .31 .29 .28 .26
CCS χ2 .09 .10 .14 .24 .22 .15 .17 .26

power: DGP 3

MSE-F CM .26 .29 .33 .34 .15 .21 .29 .36
MSE-t(Sdd) CM .18 .16 .14 .13 .27 .22 .21 .20
MSE-t(Sdd) N .07 .06 .05 .04 .16 .11 .08 .08
MSE-t(Ω) N .36 .32 .28 .23 .34 .34 .33 .32
CCS χ2 .11 .14 .26 .48 .20 .14 .16 .25

Notes:
1. The DGPs and forecasting equations are given in section 4.2. The DGP coefficient β22 is set to 0 in size
experiments and 0.3 in power experiments.
2. R, the size of the sample used to generate the first forecast, is 80. P defines the number of observations
in the forecast sample. The number of Monte Carlo replications is 10,000. The nominal size is 5%.
3. The tests are defined as follows: MSE-F = F -test for equal MSE; MSE-t(Sdd) = t-test for equal MSE, using
a variance Ŝdd; MSE-t(Ω) = t-test for equal MSE using a variance Ω̂ =2 Π̂F̂ (−JB̂1J

′ + B̂2)Ŝhh(−JB̂1J
′ +

B̂2)F̂
′; and CCS = the Chao, Corradi, and Swanson (2001) test. A ‘CM’ in column two means the critical

value is obtained from the simulation method of Clark and McCracken (2005); ‘N’ means the critical value
is taken from the standard normal distribution; and χ2 indicates critical values taken from that distribution.
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Table 3. Results for Inflation Forecast Application

sample MSE1 MSE2

√

Sdd/P
√

Ω/P MSE-t(Sdd) MSE-t(Ω) MSE-F CCS

non-nested models

actual inflationt = estimate published in t + 2
1970-2003 2.268 2.022 .269 .364 .914 .675 NA NA
1970-1984 4.060 3.844 .598 .781 .361 .277 NA NA
1985-2003 .924 .655 .152 .232 1.765a 1.159 NA NA

actual inflationt = estimate published in t + 5
1970-2003 2.262 1.937 .272 .393 1.196 .828 NA NA
1970-1984 4.144 3.715 .605 .840 .709 .511 NA NA
1985-2003 .851 .604 .143 .222 1.728a 1.114 NA NA

actual inflationt = estimate published in t + 13
1970-2003 2.468 1.997 .280 .451 1.683a 1.044 NA NA
1970-1984 4.599 3.841 .608 .966 1.246 .785 NA NA
1985-2003 .870 .614 .127 .228 2.019b 1.121 NA NA

nested models

actual inflationt = estimate published in t + 2
1970-2003 2.676 2.022 .423 .140 1.545c 4.689c 43.038c 4.189
1970-1984 5.340 3.844 .855 .490 1.749c 3.055c 22.194c 5.372
1985-2003 .678 .655 .131 .042 .171 .533 2.605 5.195

actual inflationt = estimate published in t + 5
1970-2003 2.574 1.937 .414 .131 1.538c 4.867c 43.730c 2.732
1970-1984 5.148 3.715 .839 .430 1.710c 3.332c 22.001c 4.081
1985-2003 .644 .604 .143 .024 .275 1.665b 4.954a 2.518

actual inflationt = estimate published in t + 13
1970-2003 2.480 1.997 .386 .110 1.251c 4.398c 32.169c 2.057
1970-1984 5.046 3.841 .788 .423 1.528c 2.847c 17.879c 5.480
1985-2003 .556 .614 .131 .054 -.444 -1.083 -7.200 2.339

Notes:
1. The table compares the accuracy of real-time forecasts of the one-year-ahead change in GDP inflation.
MSEi denotes the mean square forecast error from model i. The forecasts in the non-nested comparison
are generated from equation (22), with model 1 using xt = the output gap (computed with the HP filter)
and model 2 using xt = four-quarter GDP growth. The forecasts in the nested comparison are generated
from equations (23) (model 1) and (22) (model 2). The models are estimated recursively, with the sample
beginning in 1961:1+τ -1.
2. The MSEs are based on forecasts computed with various definitions of actual inflation used in computing
forecast errors. The first panel takes actual to be the first available estimate of inflation; the next the second
available estimate; and so on.
3. The columns MSE-t(Sdd) and MSE-t(Ω) report t-statistics for the difference in MSEs computed with
the variances Ŝdd and Ω̂, respectively. In the non-nested comparison, the variance Ω is defined as Ŝdd +
2Π̂(F̂ B̂Ŝdh + F̂ B̂ŜhhB̂F̂ ′). The non-nested tests are compared against standard normal critical values. In
the nested comparison, Ω = 2Π̂F̂ (−JB̂1J

′ + B̂2)Ŝhh(−JB̂1J
′ + B̂2)F̂

′. In the nested model comparisons,
MSE-t(Sdd) and MSE-F are compared against critical values simulated as in Clark and McCracken (2005),
and the MSE-t(Ω) and CCS statistics are compared against, respectively, standard normal and χ2 critical
values. Test statistics rejecting the null of equal accuracy at significance levels of 10%, 5%, and 1% are
denoted by superscripts of, respectively, a, b, and c.
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